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NEW QUESTION: 1
A standard agent has auto queue management enabled, runs
periodically, and is set to retry once.
Select the run-time behavior if processing fails for one of the
tasks in the agent queue.
A. the task remains in the agent queue and the task status is
broken-process. The agent does not retry this task
automatically.

B. the task is requeued for processing and the task status does
not change. The agent retries this task automatically.
C. the task is removed from the agent queue and the status is
set to broken-process. The agent does not retry this task
automatically.
D. the task remains in the agent queue and the task status is
set to broken-process. The agent retries this task
automatically.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
When YDK is used to interact with Cisco routers, what is the
purpose of passing intf_f into the crud_service.read() method?
A. It locks the interfaces from modification by other active
NETCONF sessions.
B. The Interfaces() class acts as a NETCONF filter, which
limits the data returned to that of the openconfig:interfaces
YANG model.
C. It provides the data types of the openconfig:interfaces
model to the router for dynamic configuration of the
interfaces.
D. It passes default values into the crud_service, which
reconfigures all interfaces to their default configurations.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Match the Palo Alto Networks Security Operating Platform
architecture to its description.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Threat Intelligence Cloud - Gathers, analyzes, correlates, and
disseminates threats to and from the network and endpoints
located within the network.
Next-Generation Firewall - Identifies and inspects all traffic
to block known threats Advanced Endpoint Protection - Inspects
processes and files to prevent known and unknown exploits
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